#TeamProXcellence
Facts

Proxcellence = Process Excellence

Specialists in the field of SAP Integration & Development.

Founded in 2011

Locations in the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg

20 employees

SAP Partner

SAP Cloud Platform Integration Pioneers (2014)
Complicated? Easy-peasy!

We create healthy data flows.

Data between systems, within processes, across businesses, in service of people and profitability.
Challenges

Solid IT Foundation
Consistent Processes
Operational Stability

Right Data At The Right Time
Will your IT foundation hold when you start building on the future?
Process Excellence

#TeamProxcellence
#IntelligentIntegration
Intelligent Integration

**Agility**
A must for an intelligent enterprise
Streamline business processes to respond faster to changes

**Process**
Make processes flexible and visible
Enable new innovations and extend business processes

**Innovation**
Reinvent your process
Innovate faster than the competition
How Does SCPI Suite Fit Into #IntelligentIntegration?

**Think**
- ISA-M
  - Organize Your Integration
  - Design Your Integration
  - ISA-M = Starting Point

**Do**
- SCPI
  - Build Based On Your Integration Design
  - SCPI – API M – EM – WF
  - Are Tools, NOT GOALS!!
  - Build Extensions

**Act**
- MONITOR & ADJUST
  - Make Your Integration Maintainable
  - Continuous Cycle Of Improvement

#TeamProxcellence
Integration

SuccessFactors

FieldGlass

Other 3rd Parties

Kafka

Fiori – Ui5

OnPremise – Hybrid - Cloud
WORKING WITH PARTNERS

SHAKE & BAKE

#TeamProxcellence
MINDSET

If You Ain't First, You're Last.

#IntelligentIntegration - Ricky Bobby, 2006 -

#TeamProxcellence
Complicated? Easy-peasy!

Intelligent Integration provides both stability and agility
SAP – ProXcellence

Provide Subject Matter Expertise During Sales Process

Integration & Innovation Partner
Eneco made its a cloud-first strategy a reality to help customers make the switch to clean, smart, and sustainably generated energy.

Eneco worked with SAP partner ProXcellence to design its cloud platform approach and implement SAP® Cloud Platform Integration Suite, gaining:

- Optimal implementation of design-to-operate process by leveraging the cloud integration capabilities of SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite
- Flexibility to integrate between all SAP and third-party systems, thanks to the cloud integration capabilities offered by SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite
- Simpler IT that helps drive innovation
- No costs for hardware installation, thanks to a minimal up-front investment
- Standard integration content with automated release update cycles
- Automatic monthly upgrades to the cloud infrastructure, eliminating the need to invest in technical monitoring and upgrades
- An opportunity to look at SAP Integration Solution Advisory Methodology, with plans to follow the methodology for integration governance in the future

“Thanks to SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite, we were able to cut down our IT spend for integration middleware to between 50% and 60% of our annual total cost of ownership. At the same time, the ease of use and flexibility of the solution helped us go live in a matter of weeks.”

Marco Verhoef, Integration Consultant, IT Asset Management, Eneco Holding N.V.
Igor Mitrovic
Solution Architect
linkedin.com/in/mitrovicigor

Guido Koopmann
Solution Architect
linkedin.com/in/guidokoopmann

PROXCELLENCE
www.proxcellence.com
Intelligentintegration@proxcellence.com
Eindhoven (NL) – Boortmeerbeek (BE)
You can't buy happiness, but you can definitively buy SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite, Premium Edition, which is better!

- Mahatma Ghandi 1964